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Editor’s DeskEditor’s Desk
Had a Bad Day
Long time readers know I am open, honest, transpar-
ent, and crystal clear that I am human. I do not shy away 
from the fact that I make mistakes. There are times I fail 
at things. If you need any evidence just watch some of my 
streams on Twitch and Youtube. It is obvious that I am not 
successful one hundred percent of the time. I know there 
are some people who think I am a saint. I get emails, posts 
and messages where it is obvious some people think I am 
giant of the faith, video game industry, and broadcasters. I 
am human, and I make mistakes.
 If you read my article on the corruption in the 
courts here in Memphis then you will have some idea what 
this relates to. Let me discuss some of the aftermath. Anger, 
depression, disbelief, disgust, thoughts of revenge and 
more. I am working through all of these right now. I am 
also trying to get the facts and opinions out there without 
seeking revenge on those who obviously wronged me. 
Being wronged is nothing new for me. I have been wrong 
quite a bit in my life. It has been really bad here in the 
Memphis, TN area. I had problems and issues in the Pacific 
Northwest as well. I am sure you can find times in your life 
where you have been wronged as well. Some people may 
have a long history of being wronged just like me. There 
are people who have been wronged way worse than I have. 
I completely realize that.
 I wanted all ya’ll to know that I get some of the 
same emotions and thoughts you do. I am not some super 
saint who says bless you when someone steals from me. I 
do not thank someone for lying to and about me. I don’t 
want to shake the hands of someone abusing their power 
and causing me damage. I don’t want to be nice to those 
who are hateful, evil, mean and nasty to me. I don’t want 
help those who are incompetent and cost me a lot of mon-
ey. I have to suppress those urges and do the right thing. I 
find things like working out help me get out the anger at 
dealing with so many liars, thieves, haters, and other toxic 
personalities.
 Do not put me on a pedestal. I am far from perfect. 
I work through a variety of issues, problems, and flaws. 
There are days I want to challenge some people to five 
minutes in an UFC cage. I lose sleep over major problems 

that happen in my life. My mind won’t stop 
cycling through things. I have trouble letting 
go when justice is not served. I eventually 
breath, settle down, and realize that I need 
to trust God. I need to settle down. I do not 
need to ruin these companies, and organiza-
tions because of their abuse of power, lies, 
and more. I am trying to find that balance 
between educating the public to these crimes 
and seeking revenge. I have no desire to seek 
revenge against this cabal of corruption. God 
will judge them, and God will punish them. 
I do not even want to see their punishment. I 
want them to stop their abuse of power.

God bless,
Paul Bury 

FEMALE SIDEFEMALE SIDE
Support 
I am not ashamed to announce I support President Trump. 
My hubby and kids also support President Trump. My 
mother, sister, and in-laws support President Trump. He 
has been amazing for the country. I cringe at the thought of 
how damaging Hillary Clinton would have been as presi-
dent. I am totally awake on what a bad president Joe Biden 
would be. President Obama was horrible for America. Bill 
Clinton was bad for America. I know the super majority of 
the media hate President Trump. I know the super major-
ity of the video game media hate President Trump. Fam-
ily Friendly Gaming has long been the voice of diversity 
within video game media, and regular media. We do not 
let the toxic haters get their way in trying to destroy truth, 
reality, and history. President Trump has done amazing 
things for America that the Democrats said were not pos-
sible. President Trump brought jobs back to America that 
Hillary Clinton said were gone forever. Who was right? 
Who was wrong?

President Trump has stood up against the evil, vile, and 
wicked political correctness Nazis. President Trump has 
stood up against the toxic cancel culture. President Trump 
has stood up against those trying to redefine faith, history, 
words, and institutions. President Trump has stood up for 
religious liberty and freedom. President Trump has stood 
up against the politicizing of entertainment, news, and 
sports. President Trump has brought a lot of amazing ideas, 
and exposed the swamp of corruption. It makes sense the 
fat alligators in the swamp of corruption are mad at him. It 
makes sense why fake news is mad at him. He is not their 
brainwashed little lemming. He is not their puppet. He 
does not join them in rebellion against God.

A lot of politics comes down to one major concept. Do you 
believe you are better at deciding what to do with your own 
money than the government? Do you think you can take 
care of yourself or are you dependent on the government to 
tell you how to live? Do you want the freedom of choice to 
decide how to live your life without the government con-
stantly intervening? Do you believe the government should 
give you the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness? Do you want the government to tell you 
what to do, when to do it, and how to do it?

Ultimately I support President Trump. He is 
not perfect. He makes mistakes. He gets an-
gry at trolls constantly trying to rile him up. 
President Trump does way more good than 
he does bad. President Trump cares about 
America and its people. Even those toxic hat-
ers that are trying to destroy him every single 
hour of the day. Their lies expose their fear 
that President Trump is doing a good job and 
they constantly have egg on their face. Why 
can’t they embrace love and support instead?

God bless,
Yolanda Bury
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14 DVD ROM titles
$10.99 each
Easter 1   EAN 5060209840680
Easter 2   EAN 5060209840697
Christmas   EAN 5060209840673
Failure and Redemption EAN 5060209840741
Fifty Days   EAN 5060209840703
Jesus Saves   EAN 5060209840666
John Baptist   EAN 5060209840734
Miracles of Jesus 1  EAN 5060209840635
Miracles of Jesus 2  EAN 5060209840710
Obedience   EAN 5060209840642
Parables of Jesus 1  EAN 5060209840758
Parables of Jesus 2 EAN 5060209840765
Power and Glory  EAN 5060209840727
Women of God  EAN 5060209840659

DVD-ROMs contain PowerPoint Bible stories, 3 - 5 on 
each disk. The PowerPoints contain stunning lifelike 
still graphics. Not cartoons, but computer generated 
photorealistic imagery. Their purpose is to provide a 
great backdrop while the teacher articulates the story, 
there is no audio, but a lesson outline is provided for the 
teacher along with Bible references. Each story also has 
a printable PDF activity sheet and a coloring page.

The comics are a further resource. Children 
love to read them and learn Bible stories.
6 COMIC titles  
$1.50 (issues 1-4) $2.99 (issues 5,7)
Issue 1 Jonah  ISBN 9781904064947
Issue 2 Samaritan ISBN 9781907731006
Issue 3 Adam & Eve ISBN 9781907731013
Issue 4 Christmas ISBN 9781907731068
Issue 5 Easter  ISBN 9781907731075
Issue 7 Titanic  ISBN 9780957152304 

Lesson-based educ ation & Fun

Interactive Bible Series for Windows by GraceWorks Interactive

Colossians: 9781935915010  |  1 Peter: 9780976054870  |   2 Peter: 9780976054887  |  Phillipians: 9781935915010  |  James: 9780976054863 
1 Timothy: 9780976054825  |  2 Timothy: 9780976054894  |  Interactive Parables: 9780976054801  |  Interactive Parables Spanish: 9780976054818 

This catalog features 1500+ 

of 9000 available Homeschool titles.

For a complete listing, 
visit our reference only website

Products can be ordered from your  
local Homeschool Retailer.

Mission Mission 
StatementStatement

Family Friendly Gaming (FFG) was cre-
ated in March of the year of our Lord 
2005 as the first ever Christian video 
game magazine. The goal of Family 
Friendly Gaming is to report on video 
games from the family view point. Family 
Friendly Gaming takes a fair and bal-
anced approach to all news, previews, 
reviews, interviews, features, and other 
articles found within. The secular video 
game media reports mainly on the most 
morally bankrupt games and call those 
games good. The major secular media 
reports on the bad side of video games 
mainly. Most other Christian media 
outlets claim video games turn the player 
into a zombie, or they completely wor-
ship video games. Family Friendly Gam-
ing reports the good, and bad side effects 
to video games. It is the belief of the 
owners that readers are smart enough to 
come to their conclusions without those 
in the media handing opinions to them. 
Those of us at Family Friendly Gaming 
believe by giving you the facts, you can 
decide for yourself. There are plenty of re-
ally good video games on the market that 
teach wonderful lessons. Both inside the 
Christian video game market, and from 
non-Christian video game developers. 
Family Friendly Gaming seeks out these 
video games to bring them to your atten-
tion. Since it is unknown before playing 
a game how family friendly it is; it is 
possible that this magazine will preview 
a game, and then the review will expose 
problems previously unknown. Fam-
ily Friendly Gaming promises to always 
ask the question: “how God feels about 
certain video games.” God’s opinion on 
the matter is more important than any 
mere mortal. Which is why the rest of the 
industry does not influence FFG.

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA
TIDBITSTIDBITS

http://www.christiangamesnow.com/index.html
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SOUND

Contacting Chris-Contacting Chris-
tian Game Devel-tian Game Devel-
opersopers
  
Hey guys,Hey guys,

I’m trying to get in touch with I’m trying to get in touch with 
Covenant Studios, the group Covenant Studios, the group 
who brought us BibleMan: A who brought us BibleMan: A 
fight for faith. I can’t find a web-fight for faith. I can’t find a web-
site or anything. Any suggestions site or anything. Any suggestions 
on getting in touch with them?on getting in touch with them?

Thanks and God Bless,Thanks and God Bless,
GraysonGrayson

{Paul}:  Grayson,{Paul}:  Grayson,

As far as I know they are com-As far as I know they are com-
pletely gone and out of business. pletely gone and out of business. 
Tim Emmerich (Graceworks Tim Emmerich (Graceworks 

Interactive) may have some Interactive) may have some 
contact information because he contact information because he 

The Sound Off section is where 
you the reader/emailer is heard. 
What you have to say is put in 
this section for all the readers to 
see. Of course certain content is 
edited for appropriateness issues. 
This is a family friendly maga-
zine, and certain content is just 
not proper. We hope you enjoy 
this section as much as we do. 
Keep an eye out for your com-
ments appearing in these very 
pages. You have our attention, so 
SOUND OFF!

OFF
also runs the CGDC (Christian also runs the CGDC (Christian 
Game Developers Conference). Game Developers Conference). 
None of my contact information None of my contact information 
is good anymore.is good anymore.

Dark Side of Gam-Dark Side of Gam-
ing - The Biggest ing - The Biggest 
Problems in Gam-Problems in Gam-
ing Mediaing Media
  
FamilyFriendlyGaming,FamilyFriendlyGaming,

Thank you for the article Dark Thank you for the article Dark 
Side of Gaming - The Biggest Side of Gaming - The Biggest 
Problems in Gaming Media. I Problems in Gaming Media. I 
wish more gaming media outlets wish more gaming media outlets 
brought up cool topics like you brought up cool topics like you 
do. I love your point on video do. I love your point on video 
game media outlets being reliant game media outlets being reliant 
on the video game companies. on the video game companies. 
The video game companies are The video game companies are 
constantly trying to control the constantly trying to control the 
narrative and they hate diver-narrative and they hate diver-
sity of thought. This is one the sity of thought. This is one the 
reasons I read everything Fam-reasons I read everything Fam-
ily Friendly Gaming releases ily Friendly Gaming releases 
because ya’ll give me thoughts I because ya’ll give me thoughts I 
cannot get anywhere else. I love cannot get anywhere else. I love 
the idea of video game media the idea of video game media 
working together but I see that working together but I see that 
could be a bad thing. Look at could be a bad thing. Look at 
what is happening at the NY what is happening at the NY 
Times. The snowflakes are being Times. The snowflakes are being 
toxic to anyone who disagrees toxic to anyone who disagrees 
with their fanatical zealot far with their fanatical zealot far 
leftism. They are worse than leftism. They are worse than 

Nazis. How could there be soli-Nazis. How could there be soli-
darity in that one thing and then darity in that one thing and then 
diversity of thought in others?diversity of thought in others?

-Bob-Bob

{Paul}:  Bob,{Paul}:  Bob,

Thank you so much for your Thank you so much for your 
words of encouragement. It is words of encouragement. It is 
nice to bring some diversity nice to bring some diversity 
to so many Borg drones in the to so many Borg drones in the 
video gaming media journalism video gaming media journalism 
who think they are better than who think they are better than 
everyone else because they rebel everyone else because they rebel 
against God. against God. 

You make an excellent point on You make an excellent point on 
the brow beating, and forcing the brow beating, and forcing 
everyone into radical far left everyone into radical far left 
political idealogy. Those that political idealogy. Those that 
know history know that liberals know history know that liberals 
have been doing that for a long have been doing that for a long 
time now. They always demand time now. They always demand 
their way. They also attack any-their way. They also attack any-
one who is diverse from them. one who is diverse from them. 
They always try and destroy They always try and destroy 
those with better ideas instead of those with better ideas instead of 
debating or discussing the ideas. debating or discussing the ideas. 
They usually use extremist emo-They usually use extremist emo-
tions to  force others into their tions to  force others into their 
system using fear and intimida-system using fear and intimida-
tion. They are actually doing tion. They are actually doing 
the same thing right now in the the same thing right now in the 
video game industry. The liberal video game industry. The liberal 
tactics have not changed for tactics have not changed for 
decades. They use fear, intimida-decades. They use fear, intimida-
tion to get people to conform to tion to get people to conform to 

their extremism. They also will their extremism. They also will 
try and pretend you do not exist try and pretend you do not exist 
when you disagree with them on when you disagree with them on 
something. Then they will try something. Then they will try 
and diminish and redefine your and diminish and redefine your 
impact to marginalize you. From impact to marginalize you. From 
there they viciously attack to there they viciously attack to 
try and destroy. The interesting try and destroy. The interesting 
thing is Satan uses those exact thing is Satan uses those exact 
same tactics. So we know who same tactics. So we know who 
their father is.their father is.

I had not considered that po-I had not considered that po-
tential problem. In some re-tential problem. In some re-
gards your point is probably gards your point is probably 
why it is not happening today.  why it is not happening today.  
Think about it. Too many in Think about it. Too many in 
video game journalism are weak video game journalism are weak 
minded with no backbone. minded with no backbone. 
Which is why they cower to the Which is why they cower to the 
video game companies and give video game companies and give 
them their way. Others would them their way. Others would 
say they are acting like drug say they are acting like drug 
addicts giving their drug dealer addicts giving their drug dealer 
whatever they want to get their whatever they want to get their 
next fix. There have been numer-next fix. There have been numer-
ous vicious attacks on Family ous vicious attacks on Family 
Friendly Gaming over the years. Friendly Gaming over the years. 
They have tried to pretend we They have tried to pretend we 
don’t exist and to diminish the don’t exist and to diminish the 
impact we have made on the impact we have made on the 
industry. All of the liberal tactics industry. All of the liberal tactics 
have been used against us over have been used against us over 
the years. They may already have the years. They may already have 
solidarity and it is complete cor-solidarity and it is complete cor-
ruption to give the video game ruption to give the video game 
companies whatever they want companies whatever they want 
whenever they want however whenever they want however 
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they want. I had not considered they want. I had not considered 
that. Thank you for your amaz-that. Thank you for your amaz-
ing thoughts on the video game ing thoughts on the video game 
industry.industry.

Love Your Love Your 
StreamsStreams
  
I love your Streams. They are I love your Streams. They are 
amazing. You are a really good amazing. You are a really good 
streamer. Family Friendly Gam-streamer. Family Friendly Gam-
ing deserves a lot more views ing deserves a lot more views 
and viewers. You guys play and viewers. You guys play 
all kinds of cool and wonder-all kinds of cool and wonder-
ful games. Is there anything ful games. Is there anything 
you won’t play? I learn about you won’t play? I learn about 
so many games I never heard so many games I never heard 
of thanks to Family Friendly of thanks to Family Friendly 
Gaming. I love how your entire Gaming. I love how your entire 
family does streams. I never family does streams. I never 
know who I may see in a stream know who I may see in a stream 
and that makes it cool. Most and that makes it cool. Most 
streamers specialize in one streamers specialize in one 
game, but you guys specialize game, but you guys specialize 
in everything. That is why I love in everything. That is why I love 
your streams. Plus you talk back your streams. Plus you talk back 
to us. Too many other streamers to us. Too many other streamers 
ignore their fan base. I also love ignore their fan base. I also love 
how real you guys are. I can tell how real you guys are. I can tell 
when something annoys you. when something annoys you. 
You are definitely not fake like You are definitely not fake like 
some of those others streamers. some of those others streamers. 
Keep up the awesome work. Keep up the awesome work. 
- Darla- Darla

{Paul}:  Darla,{Paul}:  Darla,

Thank you so much for your Thank you so much for your 
awesome, amazing, and fantastic awesome, amazing, and fantastic 
words of encouraging words. We words of encouraging words. We 
work really hard on our streams, work really hard on our streams, 
and there are days when we are and there are days when we are 
just exhausted at the end of the just exhausted at the end of the 
day. day. 

We only play video games that We only play video games that 
are rated ‘EC’ to ‘T’. We don’t are rated ‘EC’ to ‘T’. We don’t 
stream any ‘M rated video stream any ‘M rated video 
games. We moved our FFG Haul games. We moved our FFG Haul 
videos to live streams recently videos to live streams recently 
and that helps everyone know and that helps everyone know 
what games might be coming in what games might be coming in 
the near future. If we are excited the near future. If we are excited 
about a game or franchise we about a game or franchise we 
will tell you in those FFG Haul will tell you in those FFG Haul 
videos that we want to play it. videos that we want to play it. 
We keep adding videos to that We keep adding videos to that 
page. As of right now here is the page. As of right now here is the 
most recent videos:most recent videos:

http://www.familyfriendlygam-http://www.familyfriendlygam-
ing.com/Videos/2020/FFG%20ing.com/Videos/2020/FFG%20
Haul-6.htmlHaul-6.html

We try to give everyone some We try to give everyone some 
attention who comes to our attention who comes to our 
streams. As we continue to grow streams. As we continue to grow 
it is possible that we will not be it is possible that we will not be 
able to respond to everyone. We able to respond to everyone. We 
will see how God blesses this will see how God blesses this 
hard work. We make plenty of hard work. We make plenty of 
mistakes in our streams. I want mistakes in our streams. I want 
to constantly improve and I to constantly improve and I 
encourage everyone else here encourage everyone else here 
at FFG to get better with each at FFG to get better with each 

video. I also listen to a plethora video. I also listen to a plethora 
of ideas on how we can make of ideas on how we can make 
our streams even better. We tell our streams even better. We tell 
people all the time that we are people all the time that we are 
human, and that means good human, and that means good 
and bad. So when there is some and bad. So when there is some 
toxic chatter we will react in a toxic chatter we will react in a 
real manner. Maybe we are sick real manner. Maybe we are sick 
and tired of trouble makers con-and tired of trouble makers con-
stantly trying to break the rules. stantly trying to break the rules. 
Maybe we will answer the same Maybe we will answer the same 
question for the one thousandth question for the one thousandth 
time. We have danced all of the time. We have danced all of the 
Just Dance video games we can Just Dance video games we can 
dance to. There are none left. dance to. There are none left. 
That is the answer to someone That is the answer to someone 
asking when we will release the asking when we will release the 
next Just Dance video. There has next Just Dance video. There has 
been plenty of positive feed-been plenty of positive feed-
back on the FFG Dance videos back on the FFG Dance videos 
though. Plus we have other though. Plus we have other 
dance games to record.dance games to record.

SOUND OFF  
Continued

Would you like to be heard in 
Family Friendly Gaming? Want 
to Sound Off on something in 
video games, the website, the 
magazine, etc? Log on to the in-
ternet and go to our Comments 
page:
http://www.familyfriendlygam-
ing.com/comments.html, or 
send an email to: SoundOff@
familyfriendlygaming.com. Mail 
us comments at:
Family Friendly Gaming
7910 Autumn Creek Drive
Cordova, TN 38018

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2020/FFG%20Haul-6.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2020/FFG%20Haul-6.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2020/FFG%20Haul-6.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/comments.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/comments.html
http://clashentertainment.com/
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Advertise.html
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Look BACK  QUIZLook BACK  QUIZ
There has been a lot of history made here at Family Friendly Gaming. Let us take a look at some of the 
historic front covers to a few of the issues in our long and storied history.

Family Friendly Gaming decided to do some fun little historic quizzes. Anyone who is not a busi-
ness partner, advertiser, PR contact, or works for Family Friendly Gaming can answer these questions. 

Email answers to SoundOff@familyfriendlygaming.com. After three months the person with the most right 
answers will be logged in a future issue.

Question: Can companies sponsor Family Friendly Gaming?
Answer: 

Question: Do you enjoy watching R-rated movies?  Why or why not?
Answer:

Question: Do you enjoy playing M-rated games?  Why or why not?
Answer: 

Question: Where can the Video Game Lies book be purchased?
Answer: 

Question:  Is there a page on how you can help Family Friendly Gaming?
Answer: 

Question: Does Family Friendly Gaming have a Twitch channel?
Answer: 

Question: Does Family Friendly Gaming have a Daily Motion channel?
Answer: 

Question: Have you been to the advertise page on the Family Friendly Gaming website?
Answer: 

Question: Where can you buy shirts that show off your FFG Universe pride?
Answer: 

Question: When can you catch FFG Twitch streams?
Answer: 

Question: What was the first video game system everyone at FFG played?
Answer: 

Question: How long have you read/watched Family Friendly Gaming?
Answer: 

Question: Are you one of the 8.88 million readers of FFG?
Answer: 
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Lighting the 
World

It is always interesting to hear 
from people who claim to be 
Christian yet they do not want 
to talk about God, Jesus, or 
anything related to the Holy 
Bible. I find it interesting be-
cause that is exactly the oppo-
site of what Jesus taught.

Matthew 5:13-16 “You are the 
salt of the earth. But if the salt 
loses its saltiness, how can it be 
made salty again? It is no longer 
good for anything, except to be 
thrown out and trampled under-
foot.
14 “You are the light of the 
world. A town built on a hill 
cannot be hidden. 15 Neither do 
people light a lamp and put it 
under a bowl. Instead they put it 
on its stand, and it gives light to 
everyone in the house. 16 In the 
same way, let your light shine 
before others, that they may see 
your good deeds and glorify your 
Father in heaven.

Jesus was clear on how we are 
the light of the world. We are 
sharing our light with the rest 
of the world. When people hide 

their lights how are they giving 
glory to God? Why hide their 
lights in the first place? What 
good deeds do you do in the 
name of God?

If we are like Jesus then we will 
light the way as he lit the way. 
A Christian works on becom-
ing more like Christ on a daily 
basis. We submit to God even 
when we do not want to. We 
obey God even when others are 
rebelling against Him. 

John 8:12 When Jesus spoke 
again to the people, he said, “I 
am the light of the world. Who-
ever follows me will never walk 
in darkness, but will have the 
light of life.”

Jesus shared his light with this 
dark world. We share our light 
through Family Friendly Gam-
ing. How are you sharing your 
light? Or are you someone who 
hides it?

John 3:19-21 This is the verdict: 
Light has come into the world, 
but people loved darkness in-
stead of light because their deeds 
were evil. 20 Everyone who does 
evil hates the light, and will not 
come into the light for fear that 
their deeds will be exposed. 21 
But whoever lives by the truth 

comes into the light, so that it 
may be seen plainly that what 
they have done has been done in 
the sight of God.

God is very clear. Either we 
are with Him or against Him. 
Either we obey or rebel. Which 
will you choose? Do not expect 
evil people to embrace the light 
because they do not want their 
evil deeds known. They want to 
pretend they are a good person 
while they rebel against God 
and His guidelines for life. We 
face resistance all the time. 

God Bless,
Paul Bury

PRAYER
Jesus,
        I know that I am a sin-
ner and need Your forgiveness. 
Nothing I can do of my own 
power will give me true joy. I 
believe that You died for my sins. 
I want to turn from my enslave-
ment to sins, and repent of them. 
I now invite You to come into 
my heart and life. I want to trust 
and follow You as my personal 
Lord and  Savior. I welcome the 
transforming power of the Holy 
Spirit. Amen.

https://www.amazon.com/Family-Friendly-Gaming-Devotional-February/dp/1089753187/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Family+Friendly+Gaming+Devotional&qid=1565915407&s=books&sr=1-1
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A new alliance has been forged at PM StudiosA new alliance has been forged at PM Studios

PM Studios is pleased to announce that Video Games Plus is now officially distributing PM Studios titles over-PM Studios is pleased to announce that Video Games Plus is now officially distributing PM Studios titles over-
seas. Video Games Plus is based in Ontario, Canada and is an established retailer and distributor with over 25 seas. Video Games Plus is based in Ontario, Canada and is an established retailer and distributor with over 25 
years under its belt.years under its belt.

Video Games Plus will help expand the PM Studios library into the Canadian regions and also offer *FREE In-Video Games Plus will help expand the PM Studios library into the Canadian regions and also offer *FREE In-
ternational Shipping* for all orders over $50.00 CAD. Fans from all around the world will now have an easier ternational Shipping* for all orders over $50.00 CAD. Fans from all around the world will now have an easier 

NEWSNEWS
and more convenient way to grow their PM Studios library!and more convenient way to grow their PM Studios library!

By popular demand and to celebrate this new partnership our By popular demand and to celebrate this new partnership our 
hit title Mercenaries Saga Chronicles will receive an exclusive hit title Mercenaries Saga Chronicles will receive an exclusive 
limited time reprint!limited time reprint!

Originally released physically in 2018, Mercenaries Saga Chron-Originally released physically in 2018, Mercenaries Saga Chron-
icles is a three-in-one compilation of the Mercenaries Franchise icles is a three-in-one compilation of the Mercenaries Franchise 
which includes Mercenaries Saga: Will of the White Lions, Mer-which includes Mercenaries Saga: Will of the White Lions, Mer-
cenaries Saga 2: Order of the Silver Eagle, and Mercenaries Saga 3: Gray Wolves of War.cenaries Saga 2: Order of the Silver Eagle, and Mercenaries Saga 3: Gray Wolves of War.

This re-release will only be available exclusively through Video Games Plus Online Store. Act fast because only This re-release will only be available exclusively through Video Games Plus Online Store. Act fast because only 
1000 units will be available.1000 units will be available.

Your decisions and mid-battle strategic choices will determine the fate of your squad of warriors. Your job is to Your decisions and mid-battle strategic choices will determine the fate of your squad of warriors. Your job is to 
cleverly move your squad across the play grid, attacking opponents as they come within range. Your effective-cleverly move your squad across the play grid, attacking opponents as they come within range. Your effective-
ness in battle is determined by character classes and equipment, which is under your complete control before ness in battle is determined by character classes and equipment, which is under your complete control before 
heading into battle. With each victory, you’ll gain experience and skill points, which you can use to level up heading into battle. With each victory, you’ll gain experience and skill points, which you can use to level up 
your characters and boost their stats in preparation for the next fierce battle. Your choices both in and out of your characters and boost their stats in preparation for the next fierce battle. Your choices both in and out of 
battle will determine how the story progresses and, ultimately, how it all ends! battle will determine how the story progresses and, ultimately, how it all ends! 

Key Features:Key Features:
▪ Your Fate in Your Hands! – A massive campaign featuring over chapters will keep you busy for hours! But ▪ Your Fate in Your Hands! – A massive campaign featuring over chapters will keep you busy for hours! But 
play smart – your decisions will guide story routes and endings! play smart – your decisions will guide story routes and endings! 
▪ Strength through Battle! – Success in battle allows you to upgrade your team and equipment. Master the ▪ Strength through Battle! – Success in battle allows you to upgrade your team and equipment. Master the 
battlefield to master the game!battlefield to master the game!
▪ Mana Is the Key! – You’ll slowly accrue Mana throughout each battle, which will allow you to unleash devas-▪ Mana Is the Key! – You’ll slowly accrue Mana throughout each battle, which will allow you to unleash devas-
tating attacks! tating attacks! 
▪ Get Your SRPG Fix! – 3 games in one package aren’t enough? Clear the game once to unlock more difficulty ▪ Get Your SRPG Fix! – 3 games in one package aren’t enough? Clear the game once to unlock more difficulty 
levels for limitless challenging gameplay!levels for limitless challenging gameplay!
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In The News Continued In The News Continued

Port Royale 4 beta out now on SteamPort Royale 4 beta out now on Steam

Publisher Kalypso Media and in-house de-Publisher Kalypso Media and in-house de-
veloper Gaming Minds Studios announced veloper Gaming Minds Studios announced 
that upcoming trading sim Port Royale 4 is that upcoming trading sim Port Royale 4 is 
now available in closed beta on Steam. Previ-now available in closed beta on Steam. Previ-
ously exclusive to customers pre-purchasing ously exclusive to customers pre-purchasing 
the game from the Kalypso Store, access to the game from the Kalypso Store, access to 
the beta has now been extended, granting all the beta has now been extended, granting all 
Steam pre-orders entry as well.Steam pre-orders entry as well.

Available in English and German, the Port Available in English and German, the Port 
Royale 4 beta includes the game’s tutorial, Royale 4 beta includes the game’s tutorial, 
full Spanish campaign and newly added full Spanish campaign and newly added 
English-nation campaign, and the option to English-nation campaign, and the option to 
play as England or Spain in the game’s Free play as England or Spain in the game’s Free 
Mode. Players are also invited to complete Mode. Players are also invited to complete 
a survey to shape the game ahead of its full a survey to shape the game ahead of its full 
release on September 25th, 2020. release on September 25th, 2020. 

Port Royale 4 is available for pre-purchase Port Royale 4 is available for pre-purchase 
on the Kalypso Store in two variants: a on the Kalypso Store in two variants: a 
Standard Edition, which includes the base Standard Edition, which includes the base 
game on release and full access to the closed game on release and full access to the closed 
beta, and an Extended Edition, which adds beta, and an Extended Edition, which adds 
a digital soundtrack and exclusive in-game a digital soundtrack and exclusive in-game 
bonus content. bonus content. 

Information:Information:
In Port Royale 4, set sail and join the colo-In Port Royale 4, set sail and join the colo-
nial powers of Spain, England, France and nial powers of Spain, England, France and 
the Netherlands in their fight for supremacy the Netherlands in their fight for supremacy 
of the Caribbean in the 17th century. Take of the Caribbean in the 17th century. Take 
control of a colony as a young and ambitious control of a colony as a young and ambitious 
governor and learn what it takes to manage governor and learn what it takes to manage 
and grow a small settlement into a bustling and grow a small settlement into a bustling 
trader city.trader city.

Develop production chains connecting Develop production chains connecting 
multiple islands and create complex trade multiple islands and create complex trade 
routes across the Caribbean, covering the routes across the Caribbean, covering the 
ever-growing needs of multiple cities. Make ever-growing needs of multiple cities. Make 
use of the detailed sea map to avoid stormy use of the detailed sea map to avoid stormy 

weather regions, cliffs or shallow waters. weather regions, cliffs or shallow waters. 
Fulfil tasks for your nation’s viceroy, earning Fulfil tasks for your nation’s viceroy, earning 
more fame to unlock town buildings, ships more fame to unlock town buildings, ships 
and more. Conquer the cities of rival nations and more. Conquer the cities of rival nations 
or hunt down their fleets with a letter of or hunt down their fleets with a letter of 
marque while also keeping a keen eye out for marque while also keeping a keen eye out for 
pirates and other privateers.pirates and other privateers.

Introducing: naval battles! For the first time Introducing: naval battles! For the first time 
in series’ history, combat encounters are in series’ history, combat encounters are 
turn-based, with up to 8 ships battling at turn-based, with up to 8 ships battling at 
once. Turn the tide with tactical captain ma-once. Turn the tide with tactical captain ma-
noeuvres to ensure a glorious victory each noeuvres to ensure a glorious victory each 
and every fight.and every fight.

Features:Features:

    Choose from four colonial powerhouses:     Choose from four colonial powerhouses: 
England, France, Spain and the Netherlands, England, France, Spain and the Netherlands, 
each providing different benefits and unique each providing different benefits and unique 
gameplay stylesgameplay styles
    Four single player campaigns following     Four single player campaigns following 
each nation on a path to gloryeach nation on a path to glory
    Appoint a leader from four different char-    Appoint a leader from four different char-
acter classes: The Explorer, Merchant, Bucca-acter classes: The Explorer, Merchant, Bucca-
neer and Pirateneer and Pirate
    Establish and manage trade with 60 Carib-    Establish and manage trade with 60 Carib-
bean cities in a huge game worldbean cities in a huge game world
    Navigate cliffs, shallow waters and stormy     Navigate cliffs, shallow waters and stormy 
weather regions to optimize your trade weather regions to optimize your trade 
routesroutes
    Choose from 50 buildings to produce     Choose from 50 buildings to produce 
goods such as rum and luxuriesgoods such as rum and luxuries
    Construct town buildings with neighbour-    Construct town buildings with neighbour-
hood effects to optimize productivity and hood effects to optimize productivity and 
manage the happiness of your citizensmanage the happiness of your citizens
    Sail 18 historically authentic ships from     Sail 18 historically authentic ships from 
the late 16th and 17th centuriesthe late 16th and 17th centuries
    Engage in tactical, turn-based naval     Engage in tactical, turn-based naval 
battles with powerful captainsbattles with powerful captains
    Unlock licences, building permits, new     Unlock licences, building permits, new 
buildings and ships by growing reputation buildings and ships by growing reputation 
within your chosen nation.within your chosen nation.

Tracks Sci-Fi DLC Out NowTracks Sci-Fi DLC Out Now

Tracks, the well-loved family train set Tracks, the well-loved family train set 
builder, receives a new DLC pack priced at builder, receives a new DLC pack priced at 
$3.99 / £3.29 on Xbox One and $3.99 / £2.99 $3.99 / £3.29 on Xbox One and $3.99 / £2.99 
on Steam.on Steam.

Tracks – The Train Set Game: Sci-Fi Pack Tracks – The Train Set Game: Sci-Fi Pack 
delivers a new moon level with low gravity, delivers a new moon level with low gravity, 
a rocket train skin and 30+ new decorations a rocket train skin and 30+ new decorations 
for players to use in their toy worlds.for players to use in their toy worlds.

  
LOOK TO THE STARSLOOK TO THE STARS

Take your train set further than ever before Take your train set further than ever before 
and head into space with new buildings, pas-and head into space with new buildings, pas-
sengers, vehicles and a rocket train.sengers, vehicles and a rocket train.

Why not create an uncharted world with the Why not create an uncharted world with the 
new space rover, UFO, asteroid and alien? new space rover, UFO, asteroid and alien? 
Perhaps take a giant leap for mankind with Perhaps take a giant leap for mankind with 
the new moon base, flag, craters and moon the new moon base, flag, craters and moon 
lander? Tracks’ already expansive toy sand-lander? Tracks’ already expansive toy sand-
box has just got bigger.box has just got bigger.
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Britannic Patroness of the Mediterranean ReleasesBritannic Patroness of the Mediterranean Releases

Indie developer and publisher Vintage Digital Revival is inviting patrons of all ages to an unforgettable jour-Indie developer and publisher Vintage Digital Revival is inviting patrons of all ages to an unforgettable jour-
ney aboard the Britannic, the sister ship of the infamous Titanic. Britannic: Patroness of the Mediterranean ney aboard the Britannic, the sister ship of the infamous Titanic. Britannic: Patroness of the Mediterranean 
is a stunning recreation of the ship on STEAM™ offering you to explore the ship and discover details about its is a stunning recreation of the ship on STEAM™ offering you to explore the ship and discover details about its 
story, architecture and contributions to the First World War. story, architecture and contributions to the First World War. 

  
HMHS Britannic has a fascinating story. She was the third ship in the Olympic Class tri, who, like her older HMHS Britannic has a fascinating story. She was the third ship in the Olympic Class tri, who, like her older 
sister ship, Titanic, was cheated of a promising career. Until now, no-one has seen her in this state since she sister ship, Titanic, was cheated of a promising career. Until now, no-one has seen her in this state since she 
sailed the Mediterranean. In this wonderful virtual museum and tour of the famous ship, you are courtly sailed the Mediterranean. In this wonderful virtual museum and tour of the famous ship, you are courtly 
granted exclusive access to her rich story and architecture. Fans of ocean liners are in for a real treat as gems granted exclusive access to her rich story and architecture. Fans of ocean liners are in for a real treat as gems 
of historical nuggets surface. HMHS Britannic was taken over by the British government partway through of historical nuggets surface. HMHS Britannic was taken over by the British government partway through 
construction and was used as a floating hospital during the First World War. Having never carried a paying construction and was used as a floating hospital during the First World War. Having never carried a paying 

passenger, she struck a mine near Greece and passenger, she struck a mine near Greece and 
sank.sank.
  
HMHS Britannic can now be explored in HMHS Britannic can now be explored in 
authentic onboard environments in a won-authentic onboard environments in a won-
derous VR and non-VR version. Produced derous VR and non-VR version. Produced 
using Unreal® technology you can experience using Unreal® technology you can experience 
key areas of the fantastic vessel and witness key areas of the fantastic vessel and witness 
a real-time sinking animation, as well. See if a real-time sinking animation, as well. See if 
you can escape the ship before she sinks!?! you can escape the ship before she sinks!?! 
You can roam the decks or use a free-for-all You can roam the decks or use a free-for-all 
camera to fly around enjoying the rich details. camera to fly around enjoying the rich details. 
Emphasis has been on historical accuracy and Emphasis has been on historical accuracy and 

the title has been produced by a talented team the title has been produced by a talented team 
of historians in a collaboration with wreck of historians in a collaboration with wreck 
divers, archivists, and other experts to ensure divers, archivists, and other experts to ensure 
history is brought to life in the most impres-history is brought to life in the most impres-
sive way possible.sive way possible.
  
KEY FEATURESKEY FEATURES

    Fly-around camera mode    Fly-around camera mode
    A completely re-analyzed, playable real-    A completely re-analyzed, playable real-
time sinking modetime sinking mode
    A complete explorable exterior    A complete explorable exterior
    A unique history essay written by Britannic     A unique history essay written by Britannic 
historian and wreck owner Simon Millshistorian and wreck owner Simon Mills
    VR-Support    VR-Support
    Xbox® controller compatibility    Xbox® controller compatibility
    Info-boxes galore!    Info-boxes galore!
    Several historically accurate interior spaces     Several historically accurate interior spaces 
in both “Hospital Ship” and “Ocean Liner” in both “Hospital Ship” and “Ocean Liner” 
statesstates

In The News Continued In The News Continued
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COVID Can’t Stop COVID Can’t Stop 
Us - Let’s Get Phys-Us - Let’s Get Phys-
icalical

Really, we should get Really, we should get 
Super-Duper Physical: Super-Duper Physical: 
New Full Size Arcade New Full Size Arcade 
Game AnnouncedGame Announced

Bite the Bullet arcades Bite the Bullet arcades 
are officially ready to are officially ready to 
go! go! 

Bite the Bullet has a Bite the Bullet has a 
full line up of plat-full line up of plat-
forms for the hungri-forms for the hungri-
est arcade addicts est arcade addicts 
with releases planned with releases planned 
for Nintendo Switch, for Nintendo Switch, 
Xbox One, Playsta-Xbox One, Playsta-
tion 4 and on physical tion 4 and on physical 

arcades. arcades. 

The physical arcades are being distributed The physical arcades are being distributed 
internationally and numbered for an exclu-internationally and numbered for an exclu-
sive run of 50 units. Each unit is handcrafted sive run of 50 units. Each unit is handcrafted 
by the artisans at Art’cade.by the artisans at Art’cade.

    Limited series of 50 worldwide    Limited series of 50 worldwide
    Comes with a certificate of authenticity     Comes with a certificate of authenticity 
signed by the artistsigned by the artist
    Mega Resolution printed game panels    Mega Resolution printed game panels
    Parsol Bronze tinted glass (4mm) for bet-    Parsol Bronze tinted glass (4mm) for bet-
ter contrastter contrast
    2.1 sound system (2x50W + 1x170W)    2.1 sound system (2x50W + 1x170W)

“We are so excited to share the arcade that “We are so excited to share the arcade that 
we’ve created with the world,” Nick Mann, we’ve created with the world,” Nick Mann, 
joystick maestro, says. “We have poured joystick maestro, says. “We have poured 
countless hours into creating something we countless hours into creating something we 
are incredibly proud of, and are so excited are incredibly proud of, and are so excited 
to show everyone what we’ve created with to show everyone what we’ve created with 
Art’cade.”Art’cade.”

Agree to DisagreeAgree to Disagree

Family Friendly Gaming, the industry leader Family Friendly Gaming, the industry leader 
in covering the family friendly video games in covering the family friendly video games 
is continuing to be the voice of diversity in is continuing to be the voice of diversity in 
the gaming media, and media at large. What the gaming media, and media at large. What 
is wrong with some of ya’ll? Why is there is wrong with some of ya’ll? Why is there 
this attempt to destroy the lives of those you this attempt to destroy the lives of those you 
disagree with? I understand snowflakes can-disagree with? I understand snowflakes can-
not handle hearing any thoughts, words, or not handle hearing any thoughts, words, or 
opinions diverse from their own. This is get-opinions diverse from their own. This is get-
ting out of hand. Things have gotten so back-ting out of hand. Things have gotten so back-
wards in America with the liberal culture wards in America with the liberal culture 
trying to redefine everything. I recently read trying to redefine everything. I recently read 
some lady constantly attacked a well known some lady constantly attacked a well known 
dictionary house to redefine racism to fit the dictionary house to redefine racism to fit the 
extremely radical far left’s out of touch with extremely radical far left’s out of touch with 
reality opinion. The dictionary house had reality opinion. The dictionary house had 
no backbone and gave in. They were tired of no backbone and gave in. They were tired of 
being bothered. Now we can’t even trust dic-being bothered. Now we can’t even trust dic-
tionary places to be accurate, genuine, real, tionary places to be accurate, genuine, real, 

honest, and honorable.honest, and honorable.

I learned something very important as a I learned something very important as a 
teenager. That lesson was – AGREE TO DIS-teenager. That lesson was – AGREE TO DIS-
AGREE. That means I came across complete AGREE. That means I came across complete 
whack jobs who had radical far leftist opin-whack jobs who had radical far leftist opin-
ions that were completely out of touch with ions that were completely out of touch with 
reality. I would calmly discuss facts with reality. I would calmly discuss facts with 
them, and they would freak out with their them, and they would freak out with their 
emotions. Obviously they were unhinged. I emotions. Obviously they were unhinged. I 
learned a long tried and true concept from learned a long tried and true concept from 
my parents. It was the phrase: “AGREE TO my parents. It was the phrase: “AGREE TO 
DISAGREE.” A simple phrase. I went about DISAGREE.” A simple phrase. I went about 
my life, they went about their life and we my life, they went about their life and we 
both agreed to disagree. They were not going both agreed to disagree. They were not going 
to convince me of their fantasy and attempts to convince me of their fantasy and attempts 
to redefine; and I was not going to convince to redefine; and I was not going to convince 
them to join me in reality and deal with them to join me in reality and deal with 
facts. We both went about our business and facts. We both went about our business and 
it worked beautifully.it worked beautifully.

Nowadays the liberal culture is trying to Nowadays the liberal culture is trying to 

destroy everyone that disagrees with them. destroy everyone that disagrees with them. 
How far off are they from abusing their How far off are they from abusing their 
power and throwing us into concentration power and throwing us into concentration 
camps? All because we do not march lock, camps? All because we do not march lock, 
step, and barrel with them and their fanati-step, and barrel with them and their fanati-
cism. How far off are they from wanting to cism. How far off are they from wanting to 
exterminate anyone who does not say what exterminate anyone who does not say what 
they want, where they want, and when they they want, where they want, and when they 
want? Why must they try to destroy the lives want? Why must they try to destroy the lives 
of those they disagree with? Why are they of those they disagree with? Why are they 
being so evil, vile, and wicked? Why are they being so evil, vile, and wicked? Why are they 
spreading so much hatred, misery, and pain? spreading so much hatred, misery, and pain? 
What is their problem? Why are they are so What is their problem? Why are they are so 
arrogant? When will the majority of Ameri-arrogant? When will the majority of Ameri-
cans reject their evil?cans reject their evil?

It is obvious that I disagree with what the It is obvious that I disagree with what the 
snowflakes and liberal culture is doing to snowflakes and liberal culture is doing to 
those they disagree with. I am appalled at those they disagree with. I am appalled at 
their hatred, and evil deeds. I am repulsed at their hatred, and evil deeds. I am repulsed at 
how they try and ruin the lives of those they how they try and ruin the lives of those they 
disagree with. I have spoken out to wake up disagree with. I have spoken out to wake up 

America America 
and turn and turn 
from that from that 
evil practice. evil practice. 
Ultimately Ultimately 
I prac-I prac-
tice what tice what 
I preach. I preach. 
I agree to I agree to 
disagree. I disagree. I 
hope they hope they 
are mature are mature 
enough to enough to 
follow my follow my 
example, but example, but 
I doubt it.I doubt it.

I hope you I hope you 
have a won-have a won-
derful rest derful rest 
of your day.of your day.

In The News Continued In The News Continued
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Jonah 1:13-16Jonah 1:13-16
13 Instead, the men did their best to row back to land. But they could 13 Instead, the men did their best to row back to land. But they could 

not, for the sea grew even wilder than before. 14 Then they cried out to not, for the sea grew even wilder than before. 14 Then they cried out to 
the Lord, “Please, Lord, do not let us die for taking this man’s life. Do not the Lord, “Please, Lord, do not let us die for taking this man’s life. Do not 
hold us accountable for killing an innocent man, for you, Lord, have done hold us accountable for killing an innocent man, for you, Lord, have done 
as you pleased.” 15 Then they took Jonah and threw him overboard, and as you pleased.” 15 Then they took Jonah and threw him overboard, and 
the raging sea grew calm. 16 At this the men greatly feared the Lord, and the raging sea grew calm. 16 At this the men greatly feared the Lord, and 

they offered a sacrifice to the Lord and made vows to him.they offered a sacrifice to the Lord and made vows to him.

We Would 
Play That!

Know what would be extremely in-
teresting and educational to play in 
a video game? Stories of the down 
trodden. Stories of those who have 
been abused by those in education. 
Stories of those who dealt with 
corruption from the courts. Those 
that have been damaged by power-
ful people in the media. None of 
that snowflake garbage that some 
guy smiled at her and it made her 
feel uncomfortable. We are talking 
about real harm and real damage. 
Things like when that Democrat 
Congressman murdered his intern 
with whom he was having an affair 

investigate the lies and false claims 
of someone in the billing office of 
a women’s hospital for example. 
Another great idea is to show the 
corrupt judge who treats lawyers 
better than real people. Show 
judges that violate the rights of 
the people. Show how the corrupt 
courts treat someone as guilty until 
they prove their innocence. Show 
how the courts violate the right to 
a speedy trial again and again.

This is the kind of a game(s) we 
would love to play. There are so 
many ideas here for wonder-
ful video games that could enact 
real change, and help millions of 
people all over the world. These 
are not fake news stories either. 
They are real and genuine. They 
are authentic, accurate, and true. 
These are the kinds of stories that 
could be done in a family friendly 
fashion too.

with. Or how Bill Clinton abused 
his position of power and took ad-
vantage of Monica Lewinski. More 
gamers need to see the toxic dam-
age done by long term abusers. 

There have been plenty of video 
game companies bragging they 
want to deal with real world issues 
that can enact change. Then they 
grab some fake news story and do 
a game propagating a lie. If you 
want to deal with real issues then 
deal with real issues. Why not 
make a game on someone with a 
mental illness? Show the sacrifices 
their families go through trying 
to care for them. Why not show 
the abuse of the system by people 
in the hospitals? Show a family 
dealing with the lies of a billing 
office who is completely incompe-
tent and constantly makes billing 
errors. Maybe show a worker in 
an insurance company having to 

REVIEWSREVIEWS
Welcome to our reviews section. We have a couple of rules when it comes to our reviews. The reviewer must give an hon-Welcome to our reviews section. We have a couple of rules when it comes to our reviews. The reviewer must give an hon-
est accounting as to why he/she liked or disliked something. No fanboy reviews allowed here, or at the very least they are est accounting as to why he/she liked or disliked something. No fanboy reviews allowed here, or at the very least they are 
discouraged (after all everyone has their own personal biases, likes, and dislikes). Everyone also has different tolerances, and discouraged (after all everyone has their own personal biases, likes, and dislikes). Everyone also has different tolerances, and 
weaknesses - we strive to keep that in mind in our reviews. We have been burned ourselves by reviews saying a certain game weaknesses - we strive to keep that in mind in our reviews. We have been burned ourselves by reviews saying a certain game 
is great, only to be greatly offended by that game. Reviewers must be kind in their reviews. A game may be horrible, but there is great, only to be greatly offended by that game. Reviewers must be kind in their reviews. A game may be horrible, but there 
is no need to degrade the developer, publisher, artists, etc. There is also no need for name calling.is no need to degrade the developer, publisher, artists, etc. There is also no need for name calling.
 We review video games on five separate criteria: graphics, sound, replay/extras, gameplay,  and family friendly factor.  We review video games on five separate criteria: graphics, sound, replay/extras, gameplay,  and family friendly factor. 
Review scale can be found here. The editor in chief coordinates reviews to have as much cohesion as possible. We are very Review scale can be found here. The editor in chief coordinates reviews to have as much cohesion as possible. We are very 
open about the way we review video games. Each section starts with a 75 score, and can earn or lose points based on the con-open about the way we review video games. Each section starts with a 75 score, and can earn or lose points based on the con-
tent of the game, using our grading scale (found on the website).tent of the game, using our grading scale (found on the website).
 Parents, please do not take any of our reviews as gospel. Different people are offended by different things. We work  Parents, please do not take any of our reviews as gospel. Different people are offended by different things. We work 
hard here at Family Friendly Gaming to discern the good from the bad in the teachings of each different video game. What hard here at Family Friendly Gaming to discern the good from the bad in the teachings of each different video game. What 
may seem harmless to our reviewer(s), could be a big deal to you. We encourage you to spend time with your children and may seem harmless to our reviewer(s), could be a big deal to you. We encourage you to spend time with your children and 
investigate each video game yourself. Each review is written with you in mind, and we try to mention each problem we find.  investigate each video game yourself. Each review is written with you in mind, and we try to mention each problem we find.  
We are not perfect, and miss things from time to time - just as the ESRB does. The ESRB rating is merely a start, and since We are not perfect, and miss things from time to time - just as the ESRB does. The ESRB rating is merely a start, and since 
they ignore many of the moral and spiritual factors important to parents all across America, we do our small part to fill that they ignore many of the moral and spiritual factors important to parents all across America, we do our small part to fill that 
huge void. We are a small ministry and your prayers are so very important to us.huge void. We are a small ministry and your prayers are so very important to us.

 Questions, suggestions, comments, or got a game you would like for us to review? Then  Questions, suggestions, comments, or got a game you would like for us to review? Then 
please email us at: Gamereviews@familyfriendlygaming.com.please email us at: Gamereviews@familyfriendlygaming.com.
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There are all kinds of cool fam-
ily friendly video game ideas out 
there. This column features ideas 
of video games we would play. We 
hope games like these are created 
in the near future. Can you make it 
happen?

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Game%20Review%20Template.html
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Paper Mario The 
Origami King

SCORE: 72

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developers: Intelligent Systems
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Cartoon 
Violence}

Graphics: 70%
Sound: 80%
Replay/Extras: 70%
Gameplay: 73%
Family Friendly Factor: 67% 

Did you watch the 
Twitch streams I 
did of Paper Mario 
The Origami King 
on the Nintendo 
Switch? If not 
please click here. I 
am very thankful 
Family Friendly 
Gaming had the 
money to purchase 
Paper Mario The Origami King 
after the failures from their PR 
and Marketing firm. The battle 
system in Paper Mario The 
Origami King is very strange. 
We line up the enemies and 
then get to attack them.
 The whole concept in 
Paper Mario The Origami King 
is the invading origami charac-
ters are battling the normal flat 
characters. We must fight off 
the origami characters to save 
the paper world. Confetti plays 
a major role in Paper Mario 
The Origami King. We use it to 
plug holes in the paper world. 
We get confetti from enemies, 
trees, flowers, bushes, and 
more. Our weapons in Paper 
Mario The Origami King break 

over time. Thankfully there are 
plenty of coins to purchase new 
ones.
 There are elemental 
shrines and temples in Paper 
Mario The Origami King. 
They are called Vellumentals 
in Paper Mario The Origami 
King. These major monsters 
and bosses are treated like 
false gods in Paper Mario The 
Origami King. Expect plenty 

of Easter religious indoctrina-
tion and proselytizing in Paper 
Mario The Origami King. I did 
not find the same amount of 
content reinforcing the reli-
gious beliefs of the super ma-
jority of Americans. Nintendo 
has been known to be hostile 
to Christians for decades.
 There really is no point 
to battling the enemies unless 
you need some confetti or are 
on a mission to eliminate all of 
them in an area. We get items 
that make us more powerful 
after beating certain bosses. 
We fight some strange ones in 
Paper Mario The Origami King 
too. If you can line up the en-
emies before a battle then you 
can avoid taking any damage.
 There are parts of Paper 

Mario The Origami 
King I enjoyed and 
parts that were 
not much fun. The 
storyline is typical 
Paper Mario. The 
origami concept is 
a nice twist on the 
franchise.
- Paul

Trials of Mana

SCORE: 59

System: PC/PS4/Nintendo 
Switch(tested)
Publisher: Square Enix
Developer: Square Enix
Rating: ‘T’ – THIRTEEN and 
OLDER ONLY {Fantasy Violence, 
Suggestive Themes}

Graphics: 55%
Sounds: 70%
Replay/Extras: 60%
Gameplay: 60%
Family Friendly Factor: 50%

Did you watch the Trials of 
Mana live streams I did on 
Twitch? If not make sure to 
follow us here. So many of 
the games we review are also 
live streams with interactions 
on our Twitch channel. After 
playing the Collection of Mana 
I knew what to expect from 
Trials of Mana. We pick our 
characters and play through 
this fantasy world where our 
character wants revenge against 
a wizard who messed with his 
kingdom.
 Trials of Mana is a role 
playing game where we see the 
enemies. It is rare we can avoid 
the enemies though. Once 
our team gets close enough 
we must battle the enemies in 
a circular area until our team 

or their team is 
no longer able to 
fight.  Trials of 
Mana gives gamers 
a variety of moves 
to use. Mainly we 
have attack, and 
charged attack. We 
also have skills that 
can be used when 
charged up.
 Enticement to lust, lack 
of attire, magic, and religious 
indoctrination of believing in 
a goddess are heavy in Trials of 
Mana. We choose the path of 
light or darkness when we level 
up our character’s class. I per-
sonally prefer to take the path 
of light over darkness. Even if 
the dark side has cookies. It is 
easy to see on the ground when 

an enemy character 
is charging up an 
attack. Sometimes 
we can stun them 
before they launch 
said attack.
 There is nice 
music in Trials 
of Mana. We get 
some voice acting 

and I recognized at least one 
voice actor in Trials of Mana. 
Language can be a bit of an is-
sue with Trials of Mana. Many 
of the characters in Trials of 
Mana sound less than intel-
ligent. There are some cringe 
moments and some glitches in 
this action adventure role play-
ing video game.
 The story in Trials of 
Mana is slow to reveal itself. 
It takes twenty to twenty-five 
hours to beat Trials of Mana. 
For this is a bit of a disappoint-
ment considering the price of 
this game. Gameplay can get a 
bit redundant and the puzzles 
are pretty simple. The religious 
indoctrination in Trials of 
Mana is extremely lame and 
really hurts this game. 
- Paul

https://www.twitch.tv/family_friendly_gaming
https://www.twitch.tv/family_friendly_gaming
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Taiko no Tatsujin Nin-
tendo Switch Version

SCORE: 86

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Bandai Namco Entertain-
ment
Developer: Bandai Namco Studios
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY

Graphics: 85%
Sound: 95%
Replay/Extras: 90%
Gameplay: 80%
Family Friendly Factor: 80%

I got into trouble by having a 
bad attitude thanks to Fortnite. 
My dad wanted me away from 
the game for some time, and 
suggested I play Taiko no Tat-
sujin Nintendo Switch Version 
for a review. I was not very 
keen on the idea at first. Then 
I got into Taiko no Tatsujin 
Nintendo Switch Version. This 
bright and colorful drumming 
video game is pretty fun. Taiko 
no Tatsujin Nintendo Switch 
Version also has some great 
music.
 Want to know some-
thing else Taiko no Tatsujin 
Nintendo Switch Version has 
in it? There are songs from 
other franchises like Splatoon 
and Kirby. There are over sev-
enty songs in Taiko no Tatsujin 
Nintendo Switch Version. If 
that is not enough to pique 
your interest in a purchase 
Taiko no 
Tatsujin 
Nintendo 
Switch 
Ver-
sion also 
incudes 

twenty rhythm 
mini games. We 
can play Taiko no 
Tatsujin Nintendo 
Switch Version on 
different difficul-
ties.
 The best 
word to describe 
Taiko no Tatsujin 
Nintendo Switch Version is 
fun. The motion controls on 
the Joy Cons work great. The 
music is great. The graphics are 
bright and colorful. Multiple 
family members can enjoy 
Taiko no Tatsujin Nintendo 
Switch Version at the same 
time. Because of prices Family 
Friendly Gaming purchased 
a Japanese version of Taiko 
no Tatsujin Nintendo Switch 
Version. Thankfully it works 
perfectly on our US based Nin-
tendo Switch.

 Want to know 
how to get good at 
Taiko no Tatsujin Nin-
tendo Switch Version? 
The key to playing 
Taiko no Tatsujin Nin-
tendo Switch Version 

is all in your 
timing. Once 
you get the 
timing that 
goes along 
with the beat 
then you will 
be jamming 
man. I love 
the Splatoon 

and Kirby connection in Taiko 
no Tatsujin Nintendo Switch 
Version. Four family members 
can jam at the same time in 
Taiko no Tatsujin Nintendo 
Switch Version.
 I am so glad I played 
Taiko no Tatsujin Nintendo 
Switch Version. I am so glad 
I gave this drumming game a 
chance. I played Taiko no Tat-
sujin Nintendo Switch Version 
without the drum set. There 
is a drum set that comes with 
this game, but that version is 
more expensive. I hope to see 
more games like Taiko no Tat-
sujin Nintendo Switch Version 
in the near future. There are 
not enough drum based games 
on the market.
- Teen Gamer

ADVERTISEMENTADVERTISEMENT

http://www.mahjongdeluxe.com/
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Let’s Sing Country

SCORE: 57

System: Nintendo Switch/PS4/Xbox 
One(tested)
Publisher: Deep Silver
Developer: Voxler
Rating: : ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLDER ONLY 
{Lyrics, Mild Blood, Mild Suggestive Themes, 
Mild Violence, Use of Alcohol and Tobacco}

Graphics: 55%
Sound: 60%
Replay: 65%
Gameplay: 50%
Family Friendly Factor: 55%

 I wanted to like Let’s Sing 
Country so badly. I love 
country music. I love sing-
ing along to country songs. 
Country music has been 
very under represented in 
the video game industry. 
You know another genre 
that has been really under 
represented in the video game 
industry? Christian music has 
been under represented as 
well. We have plenty of rap, 
rock, dance, and other songs in 
the video game industry.
 We can play Let’s Sing 
Country with a microphone, 
smart phone or a headset. 
None of these worked really 
well and scoring was not al-
ways accurate. Let’s Sing Coun-
try has a bit of lag in it that 
costs players badly. Some other 
issues with Let’s Sing Coun-
try are bad language, blood, 
violence, lack of attire, entice-
ment to lust, bad attitudes, 
bad lessons, and more. We see 
the music videos in the back-
ground of Let’s Sing Country.
 The modes in Let’s Sing 
Country are Classic, Feat, Mix 

Tape, Juke Box, and LS World 
Contest. There are thirty songs 
in Let’s Sing Country. In my 
opinion there are few good 
songs in Let’s Sing Country. 
I also noticed it is very hard 
for a woman to sing a mans 
song in Let’s Sing Country. The 
opposite is also true. These 
problems really hurt Let’s Sing 
Country from start to finish. 
Leveling up your avatar in Let’s 
Sing Country is pretty cool.
 When I first started 
playing Let’s Sing Country I 

was so confused. The words are 
on the bottom of the screen. 
The words are also in the 
middle moving from the right 
to left. When the words hit the 
left line we are supposed to 
sing them. It is harder to read 
those words. It is difficult to 
tell when to start singing from 
the words on the bottom of 
the screen. This also confused 
me as I kept visually swapping 
between the two trying to get 
the song right.
 If you can hit where the 
notes need to be (according 
to this game) then it does not 
matter what you are singing. 
My hubby made some incoher-
ent sounds and scored better 
than actually singing the song 
with the right words. Even 
though there are multiple 

modes and up to four fam-
ily members can play Let’s 
Sing Country, I find little 
replay due to the bad scor-
ing system. I recommend 
families pass on this thir-
teen and older only singing 
video game.
- Yolanda

BUY IT NOW RIGHT HERE

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1977575110/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1977575110&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=3897c8f7350d23b7054b5c803b7945aa
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1977575110/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1977575110&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=3897c8f7350d23b7054b5c803b7945aa
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AFL Evolution 2

SCORE: 85

System: PC/Xbox One/
PS4(tested)
Publisher: Tru Blu Entertainment
Developer: Wicked Witch Soft-
ware
Rating:: ‘G’ - GENERAL

Graphics: 90%
Sound: 85%
Replay: 80%
Gameplay: 80%
Family Friendly Factor: 90%

Knowledge is 
Power 

SCORE: 70

System: Playstation 4 
Publisher: Sony Interactive Enter-
tainment
Developer: Wish Studios 
Rating: ‘T’ – THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Drug Reference, Mild 
Language, Mild Suggestive Themes}

Graphics: 70%
Sound: 70%
Replay/Extras: 80%
Gameplay: 60%
Family Friendly Factor: 70%

Did you catch 
the live stream 
Teen Gamer 
and I did of 
AFL Evolution 
2? If you missed 
it then please 
click here. We 
had an amazing 
game. I will not 
spoil the ending 
of it for you. Go and watch it 
for a great video. We thought 
this game was all about Rugby 
and realized it was drastically 
different. The field is a giant 
circle, we can only run so far, 
and can get goals or behinds.
 The modes in AFL 
Evolution 2 are Single Match, 
Online, Career, Fan Hub, AFL 
Gameday, Competition and 
Training. Once we learned 
how to play AFL Evolution 2 
we had a blast with this sports 
video game. There is quite a 
bit of strategy in playing AFL 
Evolution 2. AFL Evolution 2 
controls really well and even 
gives players multiple control 
modes in terms of kicking in a 
goal. Or at least trying to kick 

one in.
 I am so thankful 
Family Friendly Gaming had 
enough money to purchase a 
copy of AFL Evolution 2 on 
the Playstation 4 (PS4). AFL 
Evolution 2 can also be found 
on the PC and Xbox One. The 
copy FFG purchased of AFL 
Evolution 2 came from Austra-
lia. I am so thankful games like 

AFL Evolution 2 are not region 
locked. No intelligent video 
game publisher in America 
would pick up AFL Evolution 
2. Lame I know. I really appre-
ciate the commentary in AFL 
Evolution 2. They were cool to 
listen to. The graphics in AFL 
Evolution 2 are fantastic. I love 
how good the stadiums and 
fans look.
 Players are tackled in 
AFL Evolution 2. This game 
expects you to understand the 
concepts of this sport. Which 
I did not. Teen Gamer did not. 
Even though we had no clue 
how this sport works we were 
able to figure it out and have 
fun. I hope this franchise con-
tinues. I love how AFL Evolu-
tion 2 is in the physical copy 

format. There 
are enough 
modes in AFL 
Evolution 2 to 
warrant the 
price of the 
purchase. Over 
eighty teams is 
pretty cool too.
- Paul

Did you enjoy the live stream 
we did of Knowledge is Power 
on Youtube? If you missed it 
please click here. Teen Gamer 
and I had a blast playing 
Knowledge is Power. Princess 
and Yolanda came over near 
the end to make it quite the 
event. This is a quiz show with 
some twists to it. The twists are 
nothing new though. We pick 
something that will mess over 
another player. We can freeze 
them, goop them, send over 
bombs, bugs, and more. Two 
to six family members over the 
age of thirteen can play Knowl-
edge is Power at the same time.
 The downside to 
Knowledge is Power is we 
must use some other device 
to play this game. We can use 

smart phones 
and tablets. An 
app needs to 
be downloaded 
and installed on 
your device to 
actually be able 
to play Knowl-
edge is Power 
on the Playsta-
tion 4. I wish 
there was a way to play on just 
the screen personally. We ran 
into one device having an issue 
with the installation of the app 
for Knowledge is Power.
 There are over five 
thousand questions in Knowl-
edge is Power. What we get 
and what we see can be com-
pletely safe for families or 
contain offensive content. The 

issues within 
Knowledge is 
Power are drugs, 
bad language, 
lack of attire, 
enticement 
to lust, blood, 
violence, and 
more. Families 
can play mul-

tiple games and never run into 
any offensive content. I wish 
Knowledge is Power had some 
family friendly mode that kept 
this game that way.
 Knowledge is Power is 
a lot of fun. That was our ex-
perience with this trivia game. 
Knowledge is Power claims to 
have an online mode but we 
could not figure out how to get 
it working. The game syncs to 
a local phone. Unless some-
one is locally there I am not 
sure how they would play. The 
points you score in the main 
game give you a head start on 
the final pyramid round that 
will determine the winner. I 
found many of the questions in 
Knowledge is Power to be easy. 
- Paul

http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2020/AFL%20Evolution%202.html
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2020/Knowledge%20is%20Power.html
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Star Trek Voyager 
Season Three

SCORE: 49

System: DVD
Publisher: Paramount
Developer: CBS
Rating: ‘NR’ - Not Rated

Graphics: 50%
Sound: 60%
Replay: 55%
Gameplay: 40%
Family Friendly Factor: 40%

Daredevil The Com-
plete Third Season

SCORE: 43

System: Netflix
Publisher: Netflix
Developer: Marvel Studios
Rating: ‘TV-MA’ - SEVEN-
TEEN and OLDER ONLY

Graphics: 30%
Sound: 40%
Replay: 40%
Gameplay: 75%
Family Friendly Factor: 30% 

It took me close 
to two years to 
get back to Star 
Trek Voyager 
Season Three. 
For those that 
remember I pur-
chased the entire 
Star Trek Voyag-
er series, and as 
I get time I watch a season and 
review it. I vaguely remember 
this season from when it aired 
on television. At some point 
in the past I stopped watching 
this show and did not finish it 
off. This is now my opportu-
nity to watch all of Star Trek 
Voyager and see where the 
show went.
 The issues families 
can and will have with Star 
Trek Voyager Season Three 
are violence, blood, murder, 
sex outside of marriage, lack 
of attire, enticement to lust, 
lying, deceit, false gods and 
goddesses, and more. Star Trek 
Voyager Season Three is anti-
Christian, anti-conservative, 
anti-capitalism, pro evolution, 
and pro science as liberals de-

fine it. Star Trek 
Voyager Season 
Three promotes 
the arts and cul-
ture.
 Star Trek 
Voyager Season 
Three tries to 
walk a tightrope 
on women be-

ing strong and vulnerable. It 
never really fits. The sexism 
against men continues in Star 
Trek Voyager Season Three. 
The female captain breaks 
her own commands all of the 
time. I noticed other female 
characters are also allowed to 
break the rules and do their 
own thing, while men are held 
at a higher standard. Contact-
ing spirits is a part of Star Trek 
Voyager Season Three as well.
 
The cliff 
hanger 
in Star 
Trek 
Voyager 
Season 
Three 
show 

us the Borg finally. We see the 
Borg in an entirely different 
light though. The storyline in 
that last episode of Star Trek 
Voyager Season Three makes 
little to no sense to me. Star 
Trek Voyager Season Three 
makes a statement about 
prisons that shows how much 
the radicals on the far left care 
about victims (answer none). 
The doctor can now walk 
around the ship and go on 
away missions.
 Captain Sulu is cel-
ebrated in Star Trek Voy-
ager Season Three. There is 
an interesting episode related 
to going backwards in time. 
Q is also a part of Star Trek 
Voyager Season Three. Most of 
the known guest stars and/or 
storylines are used in Star Trek 

Voyager Season Three in 
some way shape or form. 
It felt like a real chore to 
watch Star Trek Voyager 
Season Three on DVD. I 
am thankful I am done 
with it. Maybe next year I 
will watch Season Four.
- Paul

First and foremost I am ex-
tremely bummed out I could 
not get a physical copy version 
of Daredevil The Complete 
Third Season. I had to watch 
this show on Netflix because 
it is not coming to the much 
sought after and very respected 
physical copy format. Netflix 
can pull this show at any time 
and it will never be viewable 
ever again. That is really lame. 
That is why I like the physical 
copy format of entertainment.
 Daredevil The Com-
plete Third Season goes darker 
than previous seasons. Matt 
is injured and lost most of his 
powers thanks to getting a 
building dropped on him. He 
neglects his friends for most 
of the season. He is also deter-
mined to kill Kingpin. The FBI 
gets corrupted in Daredevil 

The Complete Third Season. 
Which mirrors real life in 
how the FBI treated Donald 
Trump when he was elected 
president and had not taken 
the oath yet. Interesting how 
entertainment mirrors real 
life.
 Daredevil The Com-
plete Third Season has blood, 
death, torture, murder, bad 
language, lack of attire, entice-
ment to lust, corruption and 
more. Daredevil The Complete 
Third Season has attacks on 
God, Christians, conservatives, 
morals, and ethics. It should 
not surprise us there are so 
many angry, hate filled people 
in the world when entertain-
ment like Daredevil The Com-
plete Third Season educates 
them to be that way.
 SPOILER ALERT! In 

the end of Daredevil The 
Complete Third Season he 
decides not to kill King-
pin. The logic behind this 
fail me on so many levels. 
Daredevil knows Kingpin 
will get out of any prison. 
Daredevil knows Kingpin 

knows his secret identity. How 
can he trust him? All because 
the Kingpin’s wife says stop. 
She is almost as evil as he is. 
She gets to stay free as well. 
That will not bode well in the 
future.
 I am glad that I have 
completed this show. I hope 
it stays retired. I do not know 
if Disney+ will bring it back. 
Since Disney is paying radical 
far leftist liars money to make 
fake news following franchises 
I am not sure I would ever pay 
them money. Maybe if they re-
lease physical copies of future 
seasons I would consider it. I 
don’t know. I am pleased this 
show is done. It was way too 
nasty. Daredevil The Complete 
Third Season is not for kids in 
any way, shape or form.
- Paul
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seriously rack 
up high scores 
if they want to 
in Kurt War-
ner’s Arena 
Football 
Unleashed. 
The action in 
Kurt Warner’s 
Arena Foot-
ball Un-

leashed is fast paced. There are 
some extra movies that can be 
unlocked as they are seen in 
the game.
 I am thankful I had the 
money to purchase Kurt War-
ner’s Arena Football Unleashed 
on the original Playstation. I 
was able to find Kurt Warner’s 
Arena Football Unleashed for 
under five dollars before pay-
ing all of the massive govern-
ment taxation. Kurt Warner 
put his name on a decent 
product that families can enjoy. 
The slogan for Kurt Warner’s 
Arena Football Unleashed is 
Brawl Between The Walls. It 
certainly felt that way playing 
this football video game. 
- Paul

Star Wars Masters 
of Teras Kasi

SCORE: 57

System: Playstation
Publisher: LucasArts
Developer: LucasArts
Rating: ‘T’ – THIRTEEN and 
OLDER ONLY {Animated Vio-
lence}

Graphics: 60%
Sound: 70%
Replay: 60%
Gameplay: 40%
Family Friendly Factor: 55% 

Did you catch 
the Twitch 
stream we did of 
Star Wars Mas-
ters of Teras Kasi 
on the original 
Playstation? 
If you missed 
it please click 
here and be sure 
to follow our 
Twitch channel. This fighting 
game reminds me of the Battle 
Arena Toshiden franchise. We 
have 3D areas, weapons, and 
fight it out until there is a ring 
out, time out, or a character 
loses all of their health.
 Star Wars Masters of 
Teras Kasi contains violence, 
lack of attire, enticement to 
lust, religious teachings of the 
force and more. I found myself 
more aggressive and quicker to 
anger after playing Star Wars 
Masters of Teras Kasi on the 
Playstation. Parents keep that 
in mind when you decide if 
you will let your teenagers play 
Star Wars Masters of Teras 
Kasi.
 I am a bit disappointed 

in how few fighters there are 
in Star Wars Masters of Teras 
Kasi. There are only thirteen 
fighters in Star Wars Masters 
of Teras Kasi. Many of them 
are lame like guards. Where 
is Yoda? Star Wars Masters 
of Teras Kasi has pretty slug-
gish controls. The lag between 
launching an attack and actu-
ally doing it is way too long. 

There are also glitches in Star 
Wars Masters of Teras Kasi 
where the game could not 
decide who gets to have their 
attack work. Mid attack the 
enemy may hit you and knock 
you out of it.
 The good news sur-
rounding Star Wars Masters 
of Teras Kasi is the prices are 
pretty low for this game now. 
There were plenty that sold in 
the Christmas 1997 season that 
families should be able to find 
this game pretty easily. I am 
thankful Family Friendly Gam-
ing had the money to purchase 
Star Wars Masters of Teras Kasi 
on the original Playstation.
 Playing with others is 
way better than playing the 
computer in Star Wars Masters 

of Teras Kasi. The 
computer is way 
more skilled at 
this fighting game 
than I ever will be. 
If you like playing 
bad games from 
the past check this 
one out.  
- Paul

Kurt Warner’s Arena 
Football Unleashed

SCORE: 74

System: Playstation
Publisher: Midway Games
Developer: Midway Games
Rating: ‘T’ for THIRTEEN and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Animated 
Violence}

Graphics: 70%
Sound: 80%
Replay/Extras: 80%
Gameplay: 70%
Family Friendly Factor: 70%

Did you catch the live stream 
Teen Gamer and I did of 
Kurt Warner’s Arena Football 
Unleashed? If you missed it 
please click here. This Arena 
Football based video game is in 
the same style as the NFL Blitz 
video games. Kurt Warner’s 
Arena Football Unleashed is a 
bit tamer on the cheerleaders 
enticement to lust, and the vio-
lent aspect of smashing players 
after tackling them. Which we 
appreciate here at FFG.
 Kurt Warner’s Arena 
Football Unleashed includes 
all seventeen Arena Football 
League teams, stadiums, a play 
editor, no penalties, power up 
mode, four local players and 
more. The teams consist of six 
players 
and that 
ball is 
live at all 
times. I 
missed a 
field goal 
picked 
up the 
ball and 
scored a 

touchdown. 
Kurt War-
ner’s Arena 
Football 
Unleashed 
lets you do 
things like 
that.
 Kurt 
Warner’s 
Arena Foot-
ball Unleashed is extremely 
pass heavy and it is hard to 
run. The good news is you can 
score from anywhere on the 
field at any time. It does not 
take much to break away with 
a receiver and you are in the 
end zone. The mascot names 
are cool and different. Kicking 
can be challenging since the 

gauge modes so 
quickly.  I love be-
ing given the one 
point conversion.
 We had fun 
playing Kurt 
Warner’s Arena 
Football Un-
leashed on the 
original Playsta-
tion. Players can 

https://www.twitch.tv/family_friendly_gaming
http://www.familyfriendlygaming.com/Videos/2020/Kurt%20Warners%20Arena%20Football%20Unleashed.html
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SPORTSSPORTS

System: PS4/Xbox One/PC
Publisher: EA Sports
Developer: CEA Tiburon
Rating: ‘E’- Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY
Release Date: August 28, 2020

Madden NFL 21Madden NFL 21

“Our players are some of the most passionate in the “Our players are some of the most passionate in the 
world. They love Madden and we want to make sure world. They love Madden and we want to make sure 
we’re fulfilling what they’d like to see most in the game we’re fulfilling what they’d like to see most in the game 
and delivering new features to up level each iteration,” and delivering new features to up level each iteration,” 
said Seann Graddy, Executive Producer of Madden NFL said Seann Graddy, Executive Producer of Madden NFL 
21. “In Madden NFL 21 there are a range of authentic 21. “In Madden NFL 21 there are a range of authentic 
new gameplay improvements that both our most engaged new gameplay improvements that both our most engaged 
players and any fan of football will enjoy, plus unique players and any fan of football will enjoy, plus unique 
experiences that will allow every player to live out their experiences that will allow every player to live out their 
NFL fantasy with more still to come.”NFL fantasy with more still to come.”
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SPORTS ContinuedSPORTS ContinuedMadden NFL 21Madden NFL 21

System: PS4/Xbox One/PC
Publisher: EA Sports
Developer: CEA Tiburon
Rating: ‘E’- Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY
Release Date: August 28, 2020
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DEVELOPINGDEVELOPING

Product Name       Page(s)Product Name       Page(s)
Star Wars Squadrons       43 - 49Star Wars Squadrons       43 - 49
Operencia VR        50 - 55Operencia VR        50 - 55
Tin & Kuna         56 - 61Tin & Kuna         56 - 61
Fifa 21         62 - 67Fifa 21         62 - 67

CONTENTSCONTENTS

GAMESGAMES
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC/PS4/Xbox One
Publisher: EA
Developer: Motive Studios
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: October 2, 2020

Star Wars SquadronsStar Wars Squadrons

Star Wars: Squadrons will offer rich cosmetic and Star Wars: Squadrons will offer rich cosmetic and 
gameplay customization options with rewards and gameplay customization options with rewards and 
bonuses that are earned solely through gameplay. bonuses that are earned solely through gameplay. 
As players move up the ranks, they’ll earn compo-As players move up the ranks, they’ll earn compo-
nents such as weapons, hulls, engines and shields nents such as weapons, hulls, engines and shields 
to customize the performance of their starfighters; to customize the performance of their starfighters; 
and gain cosmetic items to customize their cock-and gain cosmetic items to customize their cock-
pit, ship exteriors, and appearance of their pilot. pit, ship exteriors, and appearance of their pilot. 
In addition, players will be able to squad up with In addition, players will be able to squad up with 
their friends and play against others, regardless of their friends and play against others, regardless of 
platform, as cross-play will be supported on Xbox platform, as cross-play will be supported on Xbox 
One, PlayStation 4, PC, and VR.One, PlayStation 4, PC, and VR.
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC/PS4/Xbox One
Publisher: EA
Developer: Motive Studios
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: October 2, 2020

Star Wars SquadronsStar Wars Squadrons
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC/PS4/Xbox One
Publisher: EA
Developer: Motive Studios
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: October 2, 2020

Star Wars SquadronsStar Wars Squadrons
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC VR/PS4 VR
Publisher: Zen Studios
Developer: Zen Studios
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: TBA

Operencia VROperencia VR
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC VR/PS4 VR
Publisher: Zen Studios
Developer: Zen Studios
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: TBA

Operencia VROperencia VR
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC VR/PS4 VR
Publisher: Zen Studios
Developer: Zen Studios
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: TBA

Operencia VROperencia VR
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/Xbox One
Publisher: Aksys Games
Developer: Black River
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Fall 2020

Tin & KunaTin & Kuna
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/Xbox One
Publisher: Aksys Games
Developer: Black River
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Fall 2020

Tin & KunaTin & Kuna
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/
PS4/Xbox One
Publisher: Aksys Games
Developer: Black River
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: Fall 2020

Tin & KunaTin & Kuna
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC/PS4/Xbox One/
Nintendo Switch
Publisher: EA Sports
Developer: EA Vancouver
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: October 9, 2020

Fifa 21Fifa 21
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC/PS4/Xbox One/
Nintendo Switch
Publisher: EA Sports
Developer: EA Vancouver
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: October 9, 2020

Fifa 21Fifa 21
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DEVELOPING GAMESDEVELOPING GAMES

System: PC/PS4/Xbox One/
Nintendo Switch
Publisher: EA Sports
Developer: EA Vancouver
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending
Release Date: October 9, 2020

Fifa 21Fifa 21
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CONTENTSCONTENTS

NOW    NOW    

Product Name      Page(s)Product Name      Page(s)
Good Job       69 - 75Good Job       69 - 75
Animal Crossing New Horizons    76 - 83Animal Crossing New Horizons    76 - 83

PLAYINGPLAYING
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System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Paladin Studios
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Fantasy 
Violence}
Release Date: Out Now

NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYINGGood JobGood Job
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Paladin Studios
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Fantasy 
Violence}
Release Date: Out Now

Good JobGood Job
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Paladin Studios
Rating: ‘E’ - Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Mild Fantasy 
Violence}
Release Date: Out Now

Good JobGood Job
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo EPD
Rating: ‘E’ for Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Comic Mis-
chief}
Release Date: Out Now

Animal Crossing New HorizonsAnimal Crossing New Horizons
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo EPD
Rating: ‘E’ for Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Comic Mis-
chief}
Release Date: Out Now

Animal Crossing New HorizonsAnimal Crossing New Horizons
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo EPD
Rating: ‘E’ for Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Comic Mis-
chief}
Release Date: Out Now

Animal Crossing New HorizonsAnimal Crossing New Horizons
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NOW PLAYINGNOW PLAYING

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Nintendo
Developer: Nintendo EPD
Rating: ‘E’ for Everyone SIX and 
OLDER ONLY {Comic Mis-
chief}
Release Date: Out Now

Animal Crossing New HorizonsAnimal Crossing New Horizons
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Last Minute Last Minute 

CONTENTSCONTENTS

Product Name       Page(s)Product Name       Page(s)
A Tale of Paper       85   -  91A Tale of Paper       85   -  91
Jump Force Deluxe Edition      92   -  95Jump Force Deluxe Edition      92   -  95
Oddworld Strangers Wrath HD     96   -  99Oddworld Strangers Wrath HD     96   -  99
Kingdom Majestic       100 -  103Kingdom Majestic       100 -  103

TidbitsTidbits
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Playstation 4
Publisher: SIE Spain
Developer: SIE Spain
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending  
Release Date: TBA

A Tale of PaperA Tale of Paper

“A Tale of Paper’s slow-paced and deep gameplay “A Tale of Paper’s slow-paced and deep gameplay 
is what makes it special”, explains the Open House is what makes it special”, explains the Open House 
Games team. “We mix puzzles and platforming but Games team. “We mix puzzles and platforming but 
we also throw in some suspense and bits and pieces we also throw in some suspense and bits and pieces 
of walking simulation in this mix. It is also worth of walking simulation in this mix. It is also worth 
noting that this is no 2D platformer. The camera noting that this is no 2D platformer. The camera 
scrolls laterally, but players can roam in its world scrolls laterally, but players can roam in its world 
in any direction”.in any direction”.
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Playstation 4
Publisher: SIE Spain
Developer: SIE Spain
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending  
Release Date: TBA

A Tale of PaperA Tale of Paper
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Playstation 4
Publisher: SIE Spain
Developer: SIE Spain
Rating: ‘RP’ - Rating Pending  
Release Date: TBA

A Tale of PaperA Tale of Paper
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/PS4/
Xbox One
Publisher: Bandai Namco
Developer: Spike Chunsoft
Rating: ‘T -THIRTEEN and OLDER 
ONLY {Mild Blood, Suggestive 
Themes, Violence} 
Release Date: August 28, 2020

Jump Force Deluxe EditionJump Force Deluxe Edition
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Nintendo Switch/PC/PS4/
Xbox One
Publisher: Bandai Namco
Developer: Spike Chunsoft
Rating: ‘T -THIRTEEN and OLDER 
ONLY {Mild Blood, Suggestive 
Themes, Violence} 
Release Date: August 28, 2020

Jump Force Deluxe EditionJump Force Deluxe Edition
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Oddworld Inhabitants
Developer: Oddworld Inhabitants
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Crude Humor, Language, 
Mild Blood, Violence}
Release Date: Out Now

Oddworld Strangers Wrath HDOddworld Strangers Wrath HD
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: Nintendo Switch
Publisher: Oddworld Inhabitants
Developer: Oddworld Inhabitants
Rating: ‘T’ - THIRTEEN and OLD-
ER ONLY {Crude Humor, Language, 
Mild Blood, Violence}
Release Date: Out Now

Oddworld Strangers Wrath HDOddworld Strangers Wrath HD
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: PS4/Xbox One/Switch
Publisher: Microids
Developer: Raw Fury, Fury Stu-
dios, Coatsink
Rating: ‘E10+’ - Everyone TEN 
and OLDER ONLY
Release Date: Out Now

Kingdom MajesticKingdom Majestic
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Last Minute Last Minute TidbitsTidbits

System: PS4/Xbox One/Switch
Publisher: Microids
Developer: Raw Fury, Fury Stu-
dios, Coatsink
Rating: ‘E10+’ - Everyone TEN 
and OLDER ONLY
Release Date: Out Now

Kingdom MajesticKingdom Majestic
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BUY IT RIGHT NOW HERE BUY IT NOW RIGHT HERE

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00JS6WWN0/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00JS6WWN0&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/151882918X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=151882918X&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=T4YETCRFAI4BD4YZ
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Family Friendly 
Gaming is the longest running Christian video 
game magazine and e-magazine in the history of the world. It is a recog-
nized world brand trademarked in the United States of America.

Devotional January
comes from the best devotionals early on in the magazine’s history.

“A true blessing to read, spiritually mature, and grow. A must have 
for every Christian in America!” 
- Yolanda

Paul Bury 
is the well known, and respected 
editor at Family Friendly Gam-
ing. Before that he was the editor 
of the fanzine Wyldcard’s WAY. 
He has been in the video game 
industry since PONG. His first 
book Video Game Lies was all 
about  the video game industry. 
Devotional January is the first in 
a series of devotional books that 
come straight from the page of 
Family Friendly Gaming maga-
zine. His goal is to help fellow 
believers become closer to God 
by sharing things he has been 
shown by the Holy Spirit.

By

Paul Bury

Family Friendly 
GamingThe VOICE of the 

FAMILY in GAMING TM

Devotional  
January

BUY IT RIGHT HERE

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/154089469X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=154089469X&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=f7ec8178d165e9eb91c7688aa6b40d0e
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/154089469X/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=154089469X&linkCode=as2&tag=famifriegami-20&linkId=f7ec8178d165e9eb91c7688aa6b40d0e
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